
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

South Africa is the wealthiest country in Africa, but major challenges still face the infant nation.  

Since the Europeans arrived on the beautiful shores, natives were cut off from opportunity based on the color of 
their skin. This segregation violently continued until 1994 when despite the odds, South Africa became a 
democracy without a bloody civil war. 
 
This momentous period ended racial segregation in South Africa but the hope it created seems to be waning, 
as even now there exists an immense economic segregation.  The poor's patience has nearly run out as crime, 
disease, and poverty continue to rise at an alarming rate.  Children are caught in the middle of this economic 
and political crisis.  Horrors beyond imagine take place every day with kids being introduced to drugs, alcohol 
and sex by hopeless adults. 

 Rape, Murder and Assault all rank #1 in the world 

 More people are living with HIV/AIDS than in any other nation in the world 

 Mothers send their kids out to sell their bodies for money to pay for food 

 Children mimic their elders and pick up drugs and sex before they reach 10 years old 
Conventional wisdom tells us to join the fight against poverty with money and life-sustaining goods, but there is 
deep emotional damage that food, water and shelter will never be able to overcome.  New and creative ideas 
have to be implemented in order for children to find their way out of this vicious cycle.  
 
 

Music has an unexpected kind of power.  Whether it is the greatest rock concert or the most beautiful 

classic symphony, music has a way of connecting with people right where they are.  In Africa, the love for music 
is embedded into its very spirit.  That rhythm is the heartbeat of an entire continent. 
   
In educational settings, music is a highly effective way to engage 
children at a deeper level.  According to the National Association for 
Music Education, learning music will improve childhood success in:  

 Society 

 School and Learning  

 Developing Intelligence  

 Personal Life  
Research shows that those involved in artistic studies perform better 
academically than those without it. Music is used therapeutically to 
stimulate the mind of everyone from traumatized youth to 
unresponsive elderly. Interaction with music awakens the 
mind expanding what seems impossible.  In essence, music gives hope.  

 
 

With conventional help failing, music has the unique ability to uplift all six, equally important 
dimensions of poverty existing in Africa: economic, political, cultural, physical, natural and spiritual. 

"Music may achieve the highest of all 

missions: She may be a bond between 

nations, races and states, who are 

strangers to one another in many ways; 

She may unite what is disunited, and 

bring peace to what is hostile."  

– Dr. Max Bendiner  

 



Our Mission: To alleviate the affects of poverty by providing the opportunity for African children to 

experience the hope that music education can bring.  Our goal is not to turn our dreams for Africa into reality, 
but to turn Africa’s great dreams into reality—specifically those whose dreams involve teaching music and using 
the arts as a way to awaken hope.  
 
With music being such a prolific opportunity, children who receive this sort of education can not only diversify 
their dreams and use their talents to climb out of poverty, but also inspire their community to unite behind a 
greater purpose in life. 

 
You can make music education possible with whatever talents and resources you have. 

 
Before trying to reach all of Africa, we are starting small with a single academy nestled in the mountains of Cape 
Town, South Africa.  The Mobile Music Academy launched in July 2008 with the support of radio station, CCFm.  

 
They are set up to be able to reach every poor community in the entire city of Cape 
Town.  Meeting them in their environment shows the children that hope and 
inspiration can come from within the hellish crime, drug and disease-burdened 
communities.  
 
The academy has the mobility to take kids out of these difficult areas to music events 

all over the city, from the world-renowned Cape Town Jazz Festival, to recording studios and symphonies. The 
students are receiving the same music education as the privileged and experiencing the full possibility of music. 
 
 

The UMKULO Project is committed to providing resources for 

the Mobile Music Academy to succeed. They are barely managing 
to survive, but with our help, the educators can thrive and the 
children’s dreams can awaken.  
 

We need your help. Whether it be a helpful skill, a useful tool, a 
generous business or money donation, all resources will help 
fulfill our mission. We need money to directly sustain and grow 
the Academy, but please donate what you can. Know that with 
the help you provide, you are awakening hope through song. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
   Chris Dorsey 
   The Umkulo Founder 

                       
Contact  Email: umkulo@gmail.com Website: http://umkulo.wordpress.com 

How your money will help: 
$5 An hour-long music lesson 

$10 Learning materials for a month 
$25 An entry-level instrument 
$50 One child’s monthly education  
$75 Monthly educational field trips 

$100 Educator’s salary for a month 
$1,000 All monthly costs for Academy  
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